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Internal team

MT

Crowdsourcing

 Determine  outsourcing  strategy

CMS

TMS

Define  Translation  Technology
Growth Happens

Away from the

Nest

12 elements to consider

to create a great (boring)

Globalization strategy

Language partner

A combination of all above

Ensure you have a plan that it’s ready to scale

Cloud system

Build or buy

Connectors

API

 

Budget creation

Interact with local legal teams

Do user testing in target market before going global

(choose just a few markets to start with but do it well) 

Define  markets  to  enter
Decide which specific metrics you are hoping to

improve (Acquisition/Activation, Retention, Gross

Booking/Revenue...)

Link localization activities to revenue and profit goals

English Proficiency Index

Top countries by paid software installs

Country economic growth ratio

Define  criteria  to  priorit ize  languages
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Create  a  content  plan  (quality  starts  at  source)

Prepare  Translation  reference  material  ecosystem

Define  quality  (and  how  we  evaluate  quality)

KPIs ecosystem in place

ROI dashboard 

Custom reports with relevant analytics for C-Suite 

Waterfall

Agile Localization 

Continuos Localization

Build  a  workflow  delivery  strategy

Product names checked for hidden meaning in

every target culture

Content Optimization for Search Engines (SEO)

Specify how content will be created and/or copyedited/proofread

Personalize content per market to build a customer-centric

experience (culturalization!)·     

Define performance goals of the content

Translation Memories

Train your partners (Partner up with  vendor)

Language style guides

Translation Glossaries

Train internal teams

Query Management (support LSP in Q&A)

Growth Happens

Away from the

Nest

12 elements to consider

to create a great (boring)

Globalization strategy
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Bring Internationalization to the beginning of the software development phase

Think about the right format even before creating the assets

 

Internationalize  code

Test the translations in context (truncations, wrong meaning…)

Create/run automated test cases

Quality Assurance/Checking Tools

 

Verify  Quality

Internal audits of the Localization process

Run regular clean-up activities (maintenance of assets, TMs and glossaries)

Gather client feedback with an eye on sentiment feedback per markets.

Run retrospectives with internal teams/lessons learned

Continuous  improvement

Advertize your team! 

It’s all about evangelisation

Educate your stakeholders

Explain how the Globalization/Localization team is contributing to the company success

Make other people aware of how much advantage you give to the company)

One  more  thing  …

Growth Happens

Away from the

Nest

12 elements to consider

to create a great (boring)

Globalization strategy
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